
UNIT 10 ASSESSING RESEARCH DESIGNS 

timescale, scope, even perhaps the aims Sometimes these changes could, maybe 
should, have been anticipated in the initial planning. But since social research 
after all takes place in the real world, equally they sometimes may not. Indeed a 
research plan that admits no flexibility to respond to unforeseen circumstances or 
findings could itself be open to criticism Either way, the questions need to focus 
on the reasons for the changes, how ingeniously they are accommodated, and 
how explicitly the researcher faces and explains their implications. 

How the completed research is to be communicated is another factor to consider 
Are arrangements for this explicitly built in from the start? Questions might indeed 
be raised about the design if the plan seemed merely to end when the researcher 
is satisfied, without any further dissemination or action There are controversies 

here - including ethical as well as intellectual ones - but whether or not dis- 
semination is built into the design, as well as to whom and how, are certainly 
questions to consider in assessing proposals 

4 ETHICAL AND POLITICAL 
QUESTIONS 
This section moves away from questions about specific design phases to some 
more general underlying issues The discussion needs only to be a brief one, since 
it does little more than remind you that ethical and political issues, which arise in 
all stages of research (see, e.g Units 16 and 22 and Part 2 in the Reader), have 
also to be considered in assessmg the planning facets too. 

We are now more sensitive than in the past to the ethical implications of research, 
above all of social research, the more so as older models of the 'neutral' 
researcher are challenged, and the participatory role of researchers in the social 
world around them more clearly recognized. This comes out clearly in the article 
you read by Janet Finch in the Reader (see also, e g Kimmel, 1988, Bulmer, 1982, 
Kidder and Judd, 1986, Chap. 18). Increasingly codes of practice are being devel- 
oped and researchers expected to make their positions clear. Depending on your 
viewpoint these are Issues which you may wish to consider in your assessments of 
any research design. Some will be relatively widely agreed - if not always prac- 
tised - as matters of professional ethics Others are more a question of personal 
judgement. 

The discussion here will not attempt to cover these issues, with which anyone 
intending to do research would surely have to acquaint themselves in some detail. 
It merely gives some hints to alert you to the general lines of questioning that can 
be useful in assessing research plans. 

As indicated earlier (Section 3.2, also Unit 1/2) setting research aims is seldom if 
ever merely a technical matter, so that assessing a research design soon leads into 
questions about the assumptions behind its selection or formulation. These may 
turn out to be ones which you may, or may not, accept on moral or political (not 
just theoretical) grounds. The same may apply to the researchers' moral convic- 
tions, if you can disentangle them. As you no doubt noticed in the article by Janet 
Finch, these may give you a clue to underlying commitments llkely to affect the 
basic plans and how they are carried through. 

It is not so much the details of a particular design that matter here, as the fun- 
damental values and attitudes of the researcher(s). Who do they ultimately answer 
to in their research planning, and what moral responsibilities - and to whom - 
do they recognize? Do their obligations extend to people at different levels within 
their organization, to some imagined 'research community', to colleagues and 
competitors, to fund-givers, to the general public, to those researched 'on'? Is the 
research envisaged as a top-down asocial act from the outside, or as a collabora- 
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tive activity by people interacting on a basis of human equality with other people? 
And when, as almost always, there turn out to be conflicting obligations to differ- 
ing parties in the process, are the kinds of solutions the researchers adopt ones 
with which you can ultimately sympathize? 

Terminology can, as we saw above, be misleading, but one clue to a researcher's 
attitudes can sometimes be found in the vocabulary used. If you are one of those 
who feels uncomfortable about any tendency to depersonalize those being 
researched 'on' - particularly if the researcher is in a position of power in 
relation to them - then it may be worth considering what words are used. Some 
people are nowadays uneasy about terms like 'interviewee', 'respondent', 'sample', 
'object', even 'subject', as demeaning the human qualities of those involved, argua- 
bly indicative of a tendency to ride roughshod over their susceptibilities or con- 
venience. (Not that the practical problems of terminology are easy to solve, and 
alternative terms like 'colleague', 'collaborator', 'consultant', 'citizen', or 'partner', 
have their difficulties too.) Similar issues may emerge over the attitudes to research 
assistants and colleagues, and what recognition d any they are to receive in the 
final outcome. 

There are also the ethical or political implications of any constraints on the 
research, whether conditions imposed by sponsors, limitations of access to par- 
ticular sources, or limits on the right to publish the findings. There are almost 
always some such constraints on the research plan, but more often impllcit than 
explicit - all the more worth being alert to. A particularly important question to 
ask about research can be who is going to control - even 'own' - the final 
outcome, and to whose benefit Depending on your own particular commitments 
you may find that the answer to this raises ethical or political problems. 

These are tangled issues, and they become even more so when explicitly political 
controversies are confronted. Clearly there can be political overtones in particular 
social theories both at a generalized level (think of Marxist as against more con- 
servative functionalist terminologies for example) and in the way these are formu- 
lated in specific research projects Similarly labels used to select cases and 
formulate problems in particular pieces of research - e.g 'ethnic minorities', 
'working class', 'underdeveloped countries', 'criminals', 'the homeless' - may be 
far from politically neutral, and can be the basis for real polztical disagreement, 
not just theoretical controversy. 

It is often hard to sort out just what the political implications of a particular 
research design might be and how far such issues should be allowed to affect 
one's assessment. Dogmatic assessments resting just on political grounds or fol- 
lowing whatever the current politically 'correct' fashions might be are scarcely fair 
to all the other complex criteria that need to be considered But political precon- 
ceptions often do in practice enter into assessments, if only because particular 
approaches are judged (depending on the viewpoints) as likely to be misleading 
in ways which have political as well as scientific implications 

As you will already have noticed in Janet Finch's article (which you would find it 
useful to review again), these are not trivial issues. There is no neat solution 
beyond merely restating the need to be alert to their significance and to the role 
they sometimes play in the actual assessment of research 

Further points to consider are those specifically directed to the interests of those 
whose lives, beliefs or actions are being investigated. The basic principle is usually 
taken to be that they should not in any way suffer harm from the research - a 
guideline worth holding to, even if not always easy to interpret in practice. Fam- 
iliar issues here include those to do with confidentiality, secrecy, and anonymity 
Arguably of equal importance are people's rights to the credit for or ownership of 
their own productions (in many senses of that term) This has less frequently been 
discussed in the past but is now increasingly coming to researchers' attention 
through the recent stress on the democratization of the research process and on 
the concept of intellectual property rights. 
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Many controversies cluster round such ethical issues Some hold that all research 
is essentially exploitative, with the power held in the researchers' hands. Others 
that the aim should be dlalogue with rather than research on the research 'sub- 
jects'. But even the most 'democratic' of ideals here will not remove the need for 
difficult ethical choices among the contendzng interests of different groupings of 
those whose lives are being investigated, or between competing obligations to 
respect, say, both anonymity and the attribution of rights (further discussion on 
these points can be found in, for example, Kidder and Judd, 1986, Chap. 18, 
Akeroyd, 1984; Bulmer, 1982, Barnes, 1977, Schrock, 1991). 

Most research designs involving any interaction with human beings will be sus- 
ceptible to being assessed in the light of the kinds of questions briefly indicated 
above. What answers you give to them - and how much weight you attach to 
them in your assessment of the design whether at a proposal or a final report 
stage - may largely depend on your own moral or political position. This is a 
perfectly proper line of evaluation to take, although it also of course has to be 
balanced against other criteria too, and how far you should push it may be a 
matter of opinion It could be that in the end you will want to lay as much weight 
on such qualities as, say, humility, honesty or integrity as on more formal require- 
ments That has to be a judgement left to you to make 

5 WHO ARE THE 
ASSESSORS? 
It will by now be obvious that while there are certainly technical points to con- 
sider in assessing a research plan, they are not the whole story The planning and 
conduct of research does not take place in a social vacuum, but like any other 
social activity can be formulated and perceived differently according to varying 
viewpoints, conflicting obligations or contendmg sets of interests 

But there is also a further implication of this: as will by now be obvious, nor does 
the assessing of social research take place in a social vacuum There too - d we 
are to be realistic - different interests and perceptions will inevitably be in play, 
and it would be naive to conclude that (despite some element of concurrence on 
the kind of criteria discussed already) there are fully agreed objective or universal 
standards which can be invoked 

This is sometimes obscured by the common stress in many types of social 
research and among its academic sponsors on the ideal that research, in both its 
plan and its outcome, should 'advance knowledge' That is an aspiration most of 
us on this course would probably share, whether as students, tutors or course 
team members. But once one starts applying this, it turns out to be less clear-cut 
than it sounds, for it quickly leads into complex issues of 'knowledge for what?', 
'for whom?' and 'how used?', issues which attract much discussion (as, for exam- 
ple, in Lindblom and Cohen, 1979, see also the discussion of 'truth' in Unit 1/2). 
So just to speak of 'advancing knowledge' still leaves questions about who is judg- 
ing this 'advance of knowledge' and with what sanctions Even within the blanket 
terms 'research community' or 'scientific community' there are many different 
interest groups and contending intellectual traditions The definition and control of 
'knowledge', furthermore, is in any culture likely to have overtones of power. In 
this respect assessment even of the purely 'knowledge'-outcomes of particular 
research designs can seldom be a fully objective procedure, without at least some 
influence from the position and Interpretation of those doing the assessing. 

This also applies to the question of 'relevance'. This sounds easy until one asks 
'relevant for whom?' - a question first raised in Unit 3/4 but which needs some 
further amplification here A central issue here must be who is doing the assessing 
and from what viewpoint? 


